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Abstract
As a det eloping market, the high volatile fluctuations v,ith instsbility patterns are
the common phenamenon in the Colombo Stock Exchange of Sri Lanka. Tke
miscellaneous type af micro and macro-econonic conditions directly elJbct on the
market Jluctuatians. By using Vector Autoregyessh:e Regressiofi and Vector Error
Correlation Model to capture the linear inter-dependencies, this study examines
the equilibrium relationships betuveen the slock market indices and macro-
economicfactors in Sri Lankan during the periodfrom Jcrnuary, 2009 to December
2015. ThestudyrevealedthatmqffoeconomicvqriableshavedirectelJbctonhigh
volatilig' in stock market flactuations in the Colornbo Stock Exchangc.
Furthermore, the results show that Colornbo stock exchange is highly sensitive to
lhe macroeconomic variables suclt as market cepitalization, real gross damestic
product and broad mone.y supply.

Keywords: Calombo Stock Exchange, long run and shorl nrn relationship, vector
a u I ote 8r es s ive regre s !; i o n

1. Introduction

The unexpected economic booms and busts in the global economy resulted un-behavioral
fluctuations of financial indices including the stock market indices. In general, investors
gain high retum fcr their stocks which market prices are going up in the companies that
are performed well. Thus, iderrtification the effect of-macroeconomic variables on assets
prices is more necessitate for making a profitable investment; especially,'government
investment policies, local and international portfolio guidelines, stability of macro-
economjc factors such as interest rates, inflation, money supply and exchange rates as
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well as political slability of the country have signilicant inlluence oycr the stock market
indices (Anderson el a1.,2002; Azeez et al., 2006).

The numerous types of methodologies can be seen in the literature to estimate the market
predictions. Among them, the time series analysis is an essential rnethodology which
comprises the tools for analyzing the time serim data to identify the meaningl'ul
characteristics.

In this study, we review selected number ol'research studies from rhis vasl literature.
Fama et al. (1981) carried ont a number of studies under the ameliorating rveighted based
market portfolio with respect to the stock market indies (Fama, 1981; F-ama, 1990) in the
multi-period econ6my. Based on the empirical results he argued that, macro-economic
factots directly affectecl to the future dil.idends, interest rates as well as stock market
fluctuations. Similarly, Masih et al. (1996) ernpirically conformed that, dynamic causal
chain relations among the macroeconomic factors such as interest rate, inflation afld the
exchange rate caused unstable economies in South Asia during the past three decades
(Masih et al., 1996). These findings have received a significant attention of academics
and uncovered a new research direction for small developing economics.

Theoretically, the influence of macroeconomic variables on assets has been driyen under
the two time spans namely long run and short run equilibriums. As a result of these
complications with respect to the time, various types of novel methodologies have heen
developed after the 1970'h and successfully applied fbr financial applications (Russell et
a1., 2004). Among them, tlre capital asset pricing model (CAPM) of Sharpe (Chen et al.,
1986; Wei et al.,20ll) arbitrary pricing theory (APT) of Roll (1984), lnterremporal
Capital Asset Pricing Model (Merton, 1973) vector auto regressive model (VAR) and
vector error correlation model (VECM) proposed to harrdle incomplete, noise and
uncertain data in the multidisciplinary systems are widely applied in empirical studies.

The CAPM illuminates the relationships between the risk and returns. It is the common
phenomenon that, the behaviors ofrisk ah.vays change proportional to the returns. In this
scenario, Azeez et al. (2014) analyzed the asset price relationships in Japan based on
CAPM during the pre and post bubble economic periods between 1980 and 2014. The
estimated results clearly suggested that rnoney supply, inflation, indusbial production and
exchange rates have significance influence on expected rerurns. Richard et al. (2010, as

cited in Jayathilake & Rathnayaka. 201 3 ) rlid a silnilar study anrl successfully applied the
APT to examine the long term relationships between the stock indices and selected
economic variables in UK 0. The estimated results clearly suggested that an APT
technique leads to rnore reliable than CAPM techniques.

Goswami and Jung {1997) conducted a similar type ofi study to examine the short term
and long tenn equilibriurn relationships between the selected macro-economic variables
with respect to the stock indicei in Korea using APT. VAR and VECM methodologies
(Gosrvami & Jung, 1997). Their result reveals that Korean Stock Exchange is strongly co-
integrated with economic variables; especially, industrial production, inflation and short-
tetm interest rates positively and Iong term interest rates and oil prices negatively aflbct
trt stock prices in Korea respectively. Moreover, the results cleady suggested that
forecasting ability of VECM is better than VAR estimates.

The Colombo Stock Exchange is r:ne of the most modemized stock excltanges in the
South Asia providing a fully automated trading platform lbr locals as r,vell as intemational
investors. Currently, 297 trading companies have been representing 20 businesses sectors
under the two main price indices namely A11 Share Price Index (ASPi) and S&P Sr:i
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Lanka 20 Price Index (s&P sL20). The ASpl is rhe principal stock index, r.r.hich
measures the market capitaliz.ations of all the listed companies (Rathnayaka et al., 2014).

Highly volatile market fluctuations with instable patterns are tlre cornmon phenomenon
in the CSE. Especially, as a developing market, the innumerable micro and macro-
economic conditions are highly involved. In a Sri Lankan context, Iimited stu6ies have
seen on our interest. Among them, samaratunga (2009) and Femando et al. ean)
examined numerous macro-economic variables such as money supply, treasury triits anO
inflation rates positively influence for tlreir influence or". *urk"t fluctuations. Ir-r
recently, based on univariate and multivariate techniques, Rathnayaka et al. (2014)
investigated the trends and cycle pattems in the CSE and pointed out that, economic
conditions directly affected on market volatility during 2007 to 2012.

The objective of this study is to examine the cil,namic relationships betrveen market
fluctuations and rnacroeconomic variables in Sri Lankan context. In order to investigate
tlre relationships, Johansen's Vector Error Correlation Modeling (l99l) was empl6yei.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section develops the hJpotheses and
explains the methodology used in the study. Third section three briefly pr"sent. the results
including VECM resuits and the paper ends up rvith the conclusion.

2, Mefhodology 
a

The current study mainly deals with the ernpirical rnethodology which consisrs of
Johansen co-integration, Vector Autoregressive Regression and Vettor effor correlation
methodology to explain the long term and short term predic,tability ancl profitability of
technical trading strategies.

ln general, the economic data are often non-seasonal and highly fluctuate over the time.
Theoretically, if the series is distribr.rted with non-constant mean over the time, such the
series is said to be non-stationary (Kumara et al., 20ll). Thus, as an initial step in the
ftnancial data analysis, it is necessary to test for the stationary and non-stationary
conditions before using them for further analysis. ln the literature, several methods can
be seen to detetmine the existence of unit roots. They are Augmented Dickey-Fuller test
(ADF) and Phillips-Perron test (pp).

As a next step, co-integration test methods was formed to determine the long - run
relationships and VAR and VECM rvere formed to capture these linear interdepen*dencies
among long -run or fansitory aspects. The VAR methodology can be generaiized as the
univariate auto-regression model which use for forecasting iyrte*r of interrelated time
series to analyze the dynamic impact of random disturbancis on the systems of-variables.
The model explains the evolution of set ofp endogenous variables over the time periocl t
u'here. t = 1, ..., I The variables are collected in a px I vector;.,r, which has
,1" i ,tn element, .I,.r, rhe tirne l observation of the i 1i variable. For example, if
the i ih variable is ASPI, tlren2i: is the value of ASpl at time I (Granger et al., 19g6,
Johansen et al., 1990).

lt = c * Atlt*t+ Az!t*z+... + Ap!t_p+ €t (1)
wherey5isanon-stationaryvecror(px1)withthel(1)lagofy.Interceptcisatxl
vector of constant to be estimated and l; is a time-i nvariant p:r. pmatrix urj ., is a p x 1
vector of error term that may be contemporaneously correlaied but are uncorrelated rvith
their own lagged values. Engle and Grarger (1957) point out that, if a non-stationary
linear combination erits, the time series said to be io-integrated (Engle & Granger,
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1987).On the other hand, if the series have stationary linear combin&tion, it intcrpreted a
long-run and short-m equilibrium relationship arnong the variables (Granger, I9{t6}.

ln generally, the error correction models can be used lor determining the long- run as rvell
as short-run relationship with respect to the time. lp this study, Johansen co-integration
with VECM is adapted to examine the links betu€en long-run and short-run dynamic
equilibriurr relalionships bet*'een stock market index and different type of economic
growth conditions related to Sri Lanka.

Ly, =6 +;"t + fly,.,+la,Ly,., + e, Q)

Where /, isdistributea*a"rtn"fl;*guin*ttfr"alternative(0)andp .i, andrrepresent

the Iag length ollthe auto regressive process. the coefficient on a time trend and time trend
variables respectively.

As an initial requirement, VECM necessitates tlre tirne series to be co-integrated rvitl the
same order. If the series be non- stationary, the series to be difference d times until it r.r,ill
become under the stationary. Granger et al. (1986) noted that; if the variables are co-
integrated under same cttnditions, then VECM can be used fbr evaluating the equilibrium
relationship exist among the variables to find long run as well as short run relationship
between variables. The vector enor conelation model for the variable x can be
implicated by equations as follows.

,tr, =,\ $,fr,,-A1',, + irz,n-\., * i,,,.,r-- | + ).) ECT, | + etl
i.',1 ,,.,1

In the above equation (3), the serially uncorrelated error teffn ( 9,r) normally distribute

and wide noise. Furthemore, the term 66'4, rept'esents the lag error corelation term that

is derived from the co-integration relationship and measure the magnitude of past
disequilibriurn. To investigate the Iong term as well as short term dynamic relationships
hetween rnarket fluctuations and macroeconomic variahles in Sri Lankan context,
multivariate time series techniques such as Johanserr's co-integration technique, Vector
Autoregressive Regression and VECM methodologies w-ere employed. The data were
obtained from annual repofrs of Central Bank of Sd Lanka, the monthly trading reports
from CSE, various types of background readings and other relevant sources and etc.
Monthly data for seven year period from January 2009 to December 2015 were extmcted
and tabulated. All the selected macroeconomic variables are presented in fable l.

Table I

Del'inition of variables
Variables Definition of Variables

(3)

ASPI.

CCPIT

FDtt

GDPc

MCt

MZt

MLt

REVt

All share Price Index of market-ended closing prices

Month-end Colombo Consnmers' Price Index (2002 : 100)

Month-end 12 month fixed deposit rate

Month-end per capita real Cross domestic product

Month-end per Market capitalization (Rs. billion)

Month-end per Broad money (M2)

Month-end per Narow money (Ml)
Month-end per Revenue (Rs. billion)
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3. Results

At the initiai stage, stationary and non-stationary conditions were measured using trvo
dillcrenl Unil root approaches nalxely Augrlenlecl Dickey-Fuller tesr slatisric (ADF) anti
Phillips-Perroll lcst statistic (PP). Accorcling to'fablc 2, all tlrc \,ariables arc intcgratcd in
a sallle tinle in thcir tirst dilfercnces. Furtherrnure, PP test results conflrrncd that, all the
selected variables can be categorized utrder the I( I ) process.

'l'able 2

Results of ADF antl PP Tcsts
Level data (P-value) l'r Di flbrence(P-value)

Sector ADF Test PP Test Secior ADF Test PP Test
ASPI
BT
CCPIM
FDI
GDP
M1

M2
MC
REV

0. r 768
4.0567
0.0000
0.0000
0.2294
0.3324

4.5?49
0.4186
0.0000

0.0010
0.0887
0.0000
0.0000
0.2346
0.22s3

0. r 501

0.4066
0.0000

ASPt
BT

C'CPI]VI

I'DI
(;DI'
MI
MC
M2

RI]V

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0320
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0001

In tlre second stagc, Johansen (trace ) co-integration rank test end Maxirnum Eigenvalue
test \Yerc cmploycd to test rvhcthcr thcrc is any eo-intcgrating rclatirmship bctil,ecn thc
variables. Table 3 slto*s the lturnbel ol'co-integrating vectors {br selectecl variables.

Table 3

Iicsults of Co-

Co-integration Rank Test (Trace)

Trace Statistic

Nonc *

At nrost 1 *

,11 ntost 2

At most 3

Af nrost.l

At mlrst 5

0.682621

0.52i917

0.15 5()7 -s

0.182061

0.29q7-.r4

0.18-i58:

110.8_r52

164.1909

t2t 2129

86.0i075

58.1 I l-; I

i 7..14636

0,000,1

0.0268

4.0896

0.1932

().2971)

0.1268

Co- inte glati orr*Ran k Test ( Max i nr ur! li igen val ue)

Norre *

At mosl I *

,4t nutsl 2

At nrost 3

At most 4

At nrost 5

0.68161r

0.5219i7

0 4-.1.jt)75

0.38106 r

0.199134

0.285-s82

66.5642(r

43.0479i

-t5.2t)t9
21.91921

20.66515

19.5046,1

0.00(;6

0.0120

0.44()5

0.5676

0.709 I

0.-176_s
.N0ta..Trd.,etc,llittc/ictlle:)c()inregrt[ifige4nl,':si

0.05 lcy*l. *a i\lat:l(innon-[{uug-llichclis (l 9991 p-vultrcs
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Estimated co-integration rank test (0.0896 >0.05) and Mar-eigenvalue (0.4465>0.05) test
suggested that there are two co-integration equations exist at the 0.05 level of significance.
Furthermore, results show a sigrrificance association among the stock market indices and
the selected macro-economic variables in the lqpg nul

In the next stage, maximum likelihood rnethod based on VECM is set up to investigate
these causality relations between dependent and independent l'ariables. Theoretically,
when the variables are co-integrated in same order, maximum likelihood method based

on VECM can be perfbnned to find the causality betrveen the urderline variables.

Table 4
Resultsofco-lgleg.ration *- _ -.-

Coethcient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

C(I)
c(2)
c(3)
c(4)
c(5)
c(6)
c{7)
c(8)
c(:e)
c00)

-0.8246 t 3
140.2245
0.251236
0.3930r6
- 123.1285
-12.37131
0.0059e8
0.002982
-19.79749
-r 84.7608

0. I 65935
140.3277

0.164713
0.096080
128.4486
117.9101
0.0028 l5
0.a02742
164.2168
162.7329

-,t.969489
0.99926s
t.525292
4.094532
-0.958582
-0.144929
2.131076
1.087883
-0.124557
-r.13s362

4.0400
0.3 r8s
0.128?
0.0001
0.3385
0.9165
0.0339
0.2775
0.9041
0.2571

Accordingto the result in Tahte 4 the coefficient of co-integated is sigaificant at the 0.05
level of significance (p<0.05) .vvith negative sign (-0.824613).It means that, tfrere is
causality generally shows the short run relationships from independent variables such as

FDI, CDP, Ml, MC, M2 and REV to dependent variable ASPL

Table 5

Wald test Results

Variables CCPIM FDl GDP M1 MC M? REV

Chi-square Test

Probability

0.039 0.050 0.470

0.040 0.05 r 0.475

0.004

0.004

0.00r

0.003

0.003 0.037

0.003 0.038

The short-run adiustments along the co-integrating equilibriunr relalionships were then
developed to test whether any short run causalig exists between independent and
dependent variables. The Veclor error- correlation estimates w'ith Wald statistic results in
Table 5 reveals that, short run causality running frorn M2 (0.0034< 0.05),
Ml(0.0044<0.05), CCPIM (0.0401< 0.05), MC (0.0003<0.05) and REV (0.0381< 0.05)
to ASPI. Horvever, short run elasticity of FDI (0.0506 :0.05) with respect to the ASPI
is very lorrr, but is reasonably significant. llowever, only GDP does not have has not seell
any short term relation between ASPI.

4. Conclusion

The Economical Time series are widely used to develop the economic relationships,
especially for the nonlinear models rmder the stationary and non-stationary frameworks
for predestining and forecasting future pattems. This study sheds light on design and
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explaining the long term and short term predictability of technical trading strategies in the
csE during seven yearperiod spanning from 2009 January to 2015 f)ecember.

The results detected that the Colornbo Stock I$arket is lnore sensitive to external {b.ctors
such as changers in interest and exchange iates. For instance, Masih et al. (i996).
samarakoon et al. (1996), Goswami and.Tung tlgqT, eiao er al. (200s), Rjoub et j.
(2009) and Rathnayaka et al. (2014) repofied sinrilar: rype studies based on various type
of methodologies with respect to macro-economic variables.

We strongly believed that these findings r.vill be usefll to borh investors domestic and
intemationals arrd policy makers lbr make better investment decisions using the both
long-run equilibrium and long-periodic co-movcments.
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